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INTRODUCTION
The theory of pseudodifferential operators is well suited for investigat-
ing various problems connected with elliptic differential equations. How-
ever, this theory fails to be adequate for studying equations of hyperbolic
type, and one is then forced to examine a wider class of operators, the
Ž w x.so-called Fourier integral operators see 1, 10, 11 . The Fourier integral
operators are represented by formulas of the type
F u s ei sŽ x , y , u .a x , y , u u y du dy. 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .HH0
Ž .Here u plays the role of the covariable. The function a x, y, u is called
‘Ž N . n1 n2the amplitude and a g C X = Y = R , where X ; R and Y ; R ,
and the estimates
< < Ž < < < <.myr a qd b q ga b g < <› › › a x , y , u F C 1 q u , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .u x y a , b , g
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‘ŽThe function S is called the phase function and S g C X = Y =
N .R r0 ; S is real valued, positive, homogeneous in u of degree 1, and
›S ›S ›S ›S ›S ›S
XS s , . . . , , , . . . , , , . . . ,x , y , u ž /› x › x › y › y ›u ›u1 n 1 n 1 N1 2
Ž N . Ž .vanish nowhere in X = Y = R r0 . In particular, if S x, y, u s
Ž . Ž .x y y u , then an operator of the form 1.1 is called the pseudodifferen-
tial operators.
‘ N Ž .The space of C functions in X = Y = R having the property 1.2 is
m Ž N .denoted by S X = Y = R and the space of pseudodifferential opera-r, d
m Ž N . m Ž .tors with amplitude a g S X = Y = R is denoted by L X .r, d r , d
For Fourier integral operators and pseudodifferential operators, one of
the major questions is if they are bounded on L2 or Sobolev spaces H s,
w x 0 Ž .s g R. It was proved in 2 that all A g L X are continuous fromr, d
2Ž . 2Ž . Ž .L X to L X if d - r. If the estimates 1.2 are satisfied for x g K ; X
with C , which depend on K for any compact set K ; R N, thena , b , K
w x 0 Ž .Hormander 1 has proved that all A g L X can be extended to be aÈ r, d
2 Ž . 2 Ž .bounded operator from L X to L X . On the other hand,comp loc
w x 0Kumano-Go 8 has given an example of an operator belonging to L forr, 1
2 w xevery r - 1, which is not L continuous. Calderon and Vaillancourt 4
proved that every operator L0 with 0 - r - 1 defines a continuousr, r
12 2linear map L “ L . This result, particularly for r s , has played an2
important role in linear partial differential equations, especially in the
study of subelliptic operators.
In this paper we study a Fourier integral operator of special form
Fu s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu .a x , y , u u y dy du . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .HH
There is a connection between canonical transformation and Fourier
Ž .integral operators of the form 1.3 . Namely, the wavefront set of a
distribution is transformed under action of a Fourier integral operator of
Ž .the form 1.3 in accordance with the canonical transformation whose
generating function is the phase function of the Fourier integral operator
Ž w x.see 6, 7 .
Ž .In this paper we present a class of operators of form 1.3 with symbols
from S0 that cannot be extended to be a bounded operator in L2. The1, 1
Ž .function a x, u , which is independent on y, is known as the symbol.
1. SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OF FOURIER
INTEGRAL OPERATORS F
w xUsing the general theory of Fourier integral operators 1, 9, and 11 , in
this section we study some properties of operator F.
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The main result of this chapter is as follows.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1. All operators of the form 1.3 with a x, y, u g
m Ž N N . ‘Ž N . ‘Ž .S X, R , R are continuous from C R to C X , where r ) 0 andr, d 0
d - 1.
‘Ž N .Proof. The action of the operator F on a function from C R is0
defined as a generalized function by the integral
² : iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .Fu , ¤ s e a x , y , u u y ¤ x dx dy du 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
N NX R R
Ž . ‘Ž . Ž .for any ¤ x g C X . It is clear that the integral 1.4 cannot converge0
‘Ž N . Ž . ‘Ž .when m ) yN even if u g C R and ¤ x g C X . For this reason,0 0
Ž .the integral 1.4 is defined as an oscillatory integral in the following way:
There is an operator
N n N› ›
L s a x , y , u ? q b x , y ? u ? q c x , y , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýx , y , u j k l›u › xj kjs1 ks1 ls1
›
? q d x , y , u 1.5Ž . Ž .
› yl
with symbols a g S0 , b g Sy1 , c g Sy1 , and d g S0 , such thatj r , d k r , d l r , d r , d
tLeiŽSŽ x , u .yyu . s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu . ,
where tL is the transpose of L.
Indeed,
› ›S
iŽSŽ x , u .yyu . iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .e s i ? y y e ,jž /›u ›uj j
› ›S
iŽSŽ x , u .yyu . iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .e s i ? e ,
› x › xk k
and
›
iŽSŽ x , u .yyu . iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .e s yiu el› yl
for j s 1, . . . , N, k s 1, . . . , n, and l s 1, . . . , N. Therefore, for any non-
Ž .negative, smooth, and homogeneous in u of degree 2 function w u , we
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have
N n N›S › ›S › ›
iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .yi yy w u q yi q iu eŽ .Ý Ý Ýj lž /ž /›u ›u › x › x › yj j k k ljs1 ks1 ls1
2 2N n N›S ›S
2 iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .s y y w u q q u e .Ž .Ý Ý Ýj lž /ž /›u › xž /j kjs1 ks1 ls1
1.6Ž .
Setting
y12 2N n N›S ›S
2c x , y , u s y y w u q q u ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj lž /ž /›u › xj kjs1 ks1 ls1
Ž . ‘Ž N . Ž . y2 Ž .we have c x, y, u g C X, Y, R r0 and c x, y, tu s t ? c x, y, u
Ž .for t ) 0. Since c has singularity at the points x, y, 0 , we choose
1‘ NŽ . Ž . < <x u g C R such that x s 1 if u - and set0 2
N n›S ›tL s y i y y w u c x , y , u 1 y x u qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýx , y , u jž /›u ›uj jjs1 ks1
›S ›
y i c x , y , u 1 y x uŽ . Ž .Ž .
› x › xk k
N ›
q iu c x , y , u 1 y x u q x u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý l › ylls1
Ž .It follows by 1.6 that
tLeiŽSŽ x , u .yyu . s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu . . 1.7Ž .
From the expression of tLeiŽSŽ x, u . we have
›S
a x , y , u s yi y y w u c x , y , u 1 y x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j jž /›u j
›S
b x , y , u s yi c x , y , u 1 y x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k › xk
c x , y , u s iu c x , y , u 1 y x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
and
d x , y , u s x u .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . 0By definition of x u it follows that x u g S . On the other hand,r, d
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the functions ›Sr›u y y w u c x, y, u , ›Sr› x c x, y, u , andj j k
Ž .u c x, y, u are homogeneous of degree 0, y1, and y1, respectively. Thisl
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means that a g S0 , b g Sy1 , and c g Sy1 . Consequently, Lt is anj r , d k r , d l r , d x, y, u
Ž .operator of the form 1.5 .
m k myk s Ž .It is known that if a g S , then L a g S , where s s min r, dr, d x, y, u r , d
Ž w x w x.see 11 and 7 :
² : t k iŽSŽ x , u .yyu .Fu , ¤ s L e a x , y , u u y ¤ x dx dy duŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H
N NX R R
s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu .Lk a x , y , u u y ¤ x dx dy du . 1.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
N NX R R
If k is chosen so large that ks y m ) N, then the resulting integral
‘Ž N . Ž . Ž .converges absolutely. Hence F maps C R to D9 X , where D9 X is0
‘Ž .the space of distributions in X. Now we prove that Fu g C X for any
‘Ž N . Ž . ‘Ž .u g C R . This means that there is a function K x from C X such0 u
² : ² Ž . : ‘Ž .that Fu, ¤ s K x , ¤ , for any ¤ g C x , where K depends on func-u 0
tion u.
Ž .Let us define the function K x by the integralu
K x s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu .a x , y , u u y dy du . 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hu
N NR R
Ž .The integral 1.9 is an oscillatory integral, and by setting
N ›S ›tL s y i y y w u c 9 x , y , u 1 y x uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýy , u jž /›u ›uj jjs1
N ›
q iu c 9 x , y , u 1 y x u q x u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý l › ylls1
we have tLeiŽSŽ x, u .yyu . s eiŽSŽ x, u .yyu ., where
y12N N›S
2c 9 x , y , u s y y w u q u .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj lž /›u jjs1 ls1
k Ž . my k sBy the same argument, L a x, y, u g S . Sincey, u r , d
K x s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu .Lk a x , y , u u y dy du ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hu y , u
N NR R
the number k may be chosen so large that we can differentiate infinity
Ž . ‘Ž .times with respect to x under integral sign. Therefore, K x g C Xu 0
‘Ž N . ‘Ž .and F is an operator from C R to C X . Finally, it follows from0
Ž . Ž .Lebesgue's theorem by 1.8 that all operators of the form 1.3 are
‘Ž N . ‘Ž .continuous from C R to C X .0
Ž .In general, no operator F of the form 1.3 can be extended to a
Ž N . Ž . Ž N .continuous map F: E9 R “ D9 X , where E9 R is the space of
N Ž .compactly supported distributions in R . However, if the function S x, u
satisfies some conditions, then we can establish the following result.
NOTE646
THEOREM 1.2. If the condition
›S ›S ›S ›S
, . . . , , y y , . . . , y y / 01 Nž /› x › x ›u ›u1 n 1 N
Ž . Ž N N .holds for any x, y, u g X = R = R r0 , then the map F can be ex-
tended to a continuous map
F : E9 R N “ D9 X .Ž . Ž .
Proof. The transpose of F is of the form
tF¤ s eiŽSŽ x , u .yyu .a x , y , u ¤ x dx du .Ž . Ž .H H
NX R
From the condition of this theorem, by Theorem 1.1 it follows that t F is a
continuous map as
tF : C‘ “ C‘ .0
On the other hand,
² : ² t :Fu , ¤ s u , F¤ 1.10Ž .
Ž .holds and the statement of the theorem follows from 1.10 .
Ž . 1COROLLARY 1.1. If a 9 x / 0 for x g R , then any integral operator of
the form
Fu s eia Ž x .ua x , u u u duŽ . Ž .ÃH
1R
can be extended to a continuous map
F : C‘ R1 “ C‘ R1 ,Ž . Ž .0
F : E9 R1 “ D9 R1 .Ž . Ž .
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF UNBOUNDED FOURIER
INTEGRAL OPERATORS WITH SYMBOL FROM S01, 1
Ž .In this section we present a class of operators of the form 1.3 with
symbol S0 , which cannot be extended to a bounded operator from L2 to1, 1
itself. For simplicity we shall consider this problem in R1.
It is obvious that an operator A is extended as a bounded operator in L2
if and only if there exists a constant C ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5Au F C u for any u g L, where L s H .
In L2 we can choose L as L s S or L s C‘. Here S denotes the space0
of C‘ functions in R1 whose derivatives decrease faster than any power of
< < < <x as x “ ‘.
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Let us consider an operator A, which is given by
q‘
ÃAu s K z u b x z y a x dz , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
y‘
Ž . Ž .where K x and u x belong to S.
Ž .In the following theorem we show that there exist functions a x and
Ž . w x Ž .b x , defined on 0, 1 , such that an operator of the form 2.1 with
Ž . Ž . 2functions a x and b x cannot be extended as a bounded operator in L .
Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an operator, gi¤en at least for x g 0, d , d - 1,
by
q‘
ÃAu s K z u b x z y a x dz.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
y‘
If the conditions
1. for any n s 1, 2, . . . ,
x q a nx yx q a nxŽ . Ž .
“ q‘ and “ y‘ as x “ 0 q ,
b nx b nxŽ . Ž .
Ž .2. for any l g 0, 1 , the functions
l q a x yl q a xŽ . Ž .
and
b x b xŽ . Ž .
Ž .are decreasing and increasing on 0, d , respecti¤ely,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3. K x g S, K 0 s 1, and b x / 0 for x g 0, d ,
are satisfied, then the operator A cannot be extended to a bounded operator in
2Ž 1.L R .
Ž .Proof. By the conditions of the theorem for x g 0, d and d - 1,
q‘




yi zÃK z s e K j dj .Ž . Ž .H'2p y‘
ÃŽ . Ž .Since K z g S, then K z g S. Using the Fourier inversion formula, we
have
q‘ q‘1 1
i z?0 Ã ÃK 0 s e K z dzs K z dzs1 by condition 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H' '2p 2py‘ y‘
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By the definition of the improper Riemann integral, there is a constant
N such that0
1 qN ÃK z dz G d 2.2Ž . Ž .H'2p yN
for any N G N .0
Setting
w x1, for x g y« , q« ,
u s« ½ w x0, for x f y« , q« ,
we have
q‘1 ÃAu x s K z u b x z y a x dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H« «'2p y‘
1 Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..«qa x r b x Ãs K z dz.Ž .H' Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2p y«qa x r b z
Consequently,
1 Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..« qa x r b xn ÃAu x s K z dz , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H« n ' Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2p y« qa x r b xn
where « G 0 and « “ 0 for n “ ‘.n n
By condition 1 for any n s 1, 2, . . . , there exists a number « G 0 suchn
that
« q a n«Ž .n n G N , 2.4Ž .0b n«Ž .n
y« q a n«Ž .n n F yN , 2.5Ž .0b n«Ž .n
Ž . Ž .and n« F d - 1. It follows from 2.4 , 2.5 , and condition 2 thatn
« q a x « q a n«Ž . Ž .n n nG G N 2.6Ž .0b x b n«Ž . Ž .n
and
y« q a x y« q a n«Ž . Ž .n n nF F yN , 2.7Ž .0b x b n«Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .hold for 0 - x F n« . Finally, using 2.2 , 2.3 , 2.6 , and 2.7 , we haven
n«
2 2 2 22 15 5 < < < <Au s Au dx G Au dx G d n « . 2.8Ž .L ŽR . H H« « « nn n n1R 0
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Assume that A can be extended as a bounded operator in L2. Then
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1Au F C u 2.9Ž .L ŽR . L ŽR .
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xfor some constant C G 0. Consequently, for u s u x by 2.8 and 2.9« n
we obtain that
2 22 2 2d n« F Au x F C u x s C « .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1n « « nŽ . Ž .L R L Rn n
It follows from this inequality that d 2 n F C 2 for any n. This is a contra-
Ž .diction to 2.9 and the theorem is proved.
Ž . Ž .Now we give an example of functions a x and b x , satisfying the
conditions of Theorem 2.1.
Ž . Ž . 2EXAMPLE 2.1. Let a x s b x s x . Then the conditions of Theorem
2.1 are satisfied. In fact,
x q a nx x 1Ž .
s q 1 s q 1 “ q‘ as x “ 0 q2 2 2b nx n x n xŽ .
and
yx q a nx yx y1Ž .
s q 1 s q 1 “ y‘ as x “ 0 q .2 2 2b nx n x n xŽ .
Ž .For any l g 0, 1 , the functions
l q a x l yl q a x ylŽ . Ž .
s q 1 and s q 12 2b x b xx xŽ . Ž .
are decreasing and increasing, respectively.
Finally, our aim is to give an unbounded Fourier integral operator of the
Ž . 0form 1.3 with symbol a g S .1, 1
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. There is a Fourier integral operator F of the form 1.3 ,
with symbol a g S0 , which cannot be extended to be a bounded operator in1, 1
2Ž 1.L R .
w xTo prove this theorem we need the following lemma from 8 .
Ž w x. Ž .LEMMA 2.1 Kumano-Go 8 . Let K t be a function from S such that
1 1Ž . w x Ž . w xK t s 1 on y , and b t is a continuous function on 0, 1 which2 2
satisfies conditions
‘b g C 0, 1 , b 0 s 0, b9 t ) 0 in 0, 1 ,Ž Ž . Ž . Ž
n ynb t F C ? t in 0, 1 , n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Žn
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‘ Ž Ž < <. . w x 1Then, for a C function K b x xu defined on y1, 1 = R , we ha¤eu
yl1jykylj k l< < < <› › K b x xu x F C 1 q u ? b 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x u j , k , l ž /< <1 q u
w x 1on y1, 1 = R , k, l, j s 0, 2, . . . , C being constants.u j, k , l
Ž . Ž < <. Ž . Ž Ž . .Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let b x s b x x and a x, u s K b x u .
w x Ž .For x g y1, 1 and l s 0 by the 2.10 we obtain that
jykj k <› › a x , u F C 1 q u .Ž . Ž .x u j , k
Ž . Ž . 0 Žw x 1 .This means by 1.2 that a x, u g S y1, 1 = R . Take a function1, 1 u
Ž . ‘Ž 1. Ž . w x Ž . w xh x g C R with supp h x ; y1, 1 and h x s 1 for x g yd , d ,0
Ž . Ž . Ž .d - 1. It is obvious that the function s x, u s h x a x, u , defined on
1 1 0 Ž 1 1 .R = R , belongs to the class S R = R .x u 1, 1 u
Now we define Fourier integral operators by an expression of the form
q‘
yi a Ž x .uFu s e h x a x , u u u du , 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃH
y‘
Ž .where a x is a function satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1. The
operator F can be represented by the integral
q‘
ÃFu s K z u b x z y a x dz for x g 0, d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
y‘
Ž xIndeed, for x g 0, d ,
q‘
yi a Ž x .ue h x a x , u u u duŽ . Ž . Ž .ÃH
y‘
q‘
yi a Ž x .us e a x , u u u duŽ . Ž .ÃH
y‘
q‘ q‘
yi a Ž x .u yihus e K b x u e u h dh duŽ . Ž .Ž .H H
y‘ y‘
q‘ q‘
yi Ža Ž x .qh .us e K b x u u h dh du .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
y‘ y‘
Ž .Writing s for b x u we obtain
q‘ q‘
exp yi a x q h u K b x u u h dh duŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
y‘ y‘
q‘ q‘ a x q h 1Ž .
s exp yi s K s u h ds dh .Ž . Ž .H H ž /b x b xŽ . Ž .y‘ y‘
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Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .. Ž .By a change of variable a x q h r b x s z we have h s b x z y
Ž . Ž .a x and dh s b x dz. Therefore,
q‘ q‘ a x q h 1Ž .
exp yi s K s u h ds dhŽ . Ž .H H ž /b x b xŽ . Ž .y‘ y‘
q‘ q‘ u b x z y a xŽ . Ž .Ž .
s exp yizs K s b x ds dzŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
b xŽ .y‘ y‘
q‘ q‘
s exp yizs K s ds u b x z y a x dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
y‘ y‘
q‘




yi a Ž x .u ÃFus e h x a x , u u u dus K z u b x zya x dz.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃH H
y‘ y‘
Ž . Ž .Finally, if in addition, the functions K, b x , and a x satisfy the condi-
tions of Theorem 2.1, then by Theorem 2.2 the operator F cannot be
extended as a bounded operator in L2.
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